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PalletBiz embarked on its journey as a humble, family-driven enterprise 

in the late 1990s. As we celebrate our 25th anniversary in 2023, it marks 

a remarkable milestone in our evolution. Over the past 25 years, we have 

meticulously cultivated an expansive international network, forged valua-

ble partnerships, and collaborated closely with dedicated colleagues across 

EMEA. This concerted effort has propelled us to the forefront, establishing 

PalletBiz as one of the leading cross-border providers in the packaging and 

handling industry.

Our unwavering commitment remains steadfast: to furnish the industry with 

the finest handling material solutions while upholding our core corporate 

values and principles. We proudly identify ourselves as a Premium Partner, 

where the fusion of Business, Environment, and Values harmoniously con-

verges - an ethos we fondly refer to as the "PalletBiz Way."

Jens J. Gents

CEO & Chairman
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PALLETBIZ IN BRIEF

PalletBiz: A dynamic global packaging and han-

dling network with franchise units and distribution 

depots interconnected through global operations. 

Our core offerings include diverse pallets, packag-

ing materials, and handling products for various 

industries.

Beyond quality materials, we specialize in compre-

hensive handling solutions, prioritizing Total Cost 

of Ownership (TCO) optimization for clients. With 

a 25-year track record, we've expanded our fran-

chise throughout EMEA and aim for global growth, 

enhancing market transparency, convenience, 

cost-efficiency, and sustainability.

We are committed to delivering superior solutions, 

empowering businesses to thrive in a changing 

landscape.

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT VALUES

A consistent 27% compound-

ed growth rate for the network 

makes PalletBiz a premium partner 

choice for clients as well as suppliers       

across EMEA. 

PalletBiz is taking a leading stand 

in the industry to protect the            

environment by considering forest 

biodiversity as part of our business       

approach & sustainable processes. 

We believe in a simple set of 

core values that guide our                               

approach in doing business across                        

countries and cultures: openness,  

loyalty, proactiveness and win-

win. 

200+ 
people

Represented in 

14 countries

30 million € revenue

Have optimized   
packaging spend for 

100+
companies 

500+             
satisfied customers

By combining and leverag-ing of the increasing net-work strength – we strive 
to offer Premium Pallets & Packaging solutions for cross-border clients as a one-call-for-all.
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Specifications:

Dimensions:

CP1 to 9
Material:

Soft wood (e.g. pine, spruce)
Standards:

IPPC ISPM-15, Kiln dried & AST wood, certified nails

Services available for product:

Technical calculation 2D-3D design, all life-cycle services

CP PALLETS

CP pallets, distinguished by their heat treatment and in-

herent anti-decomposition properties, play a pivotal role 

in the safe transportation and storage of various sensi-

tive goods. Primarily utilized in the import and export 

of chemicals, grains, pharmaceuticals, and other delicate 

commodities, CP pallets offer several key advantages. CP 

pallets are indispensable assets in the logistics chain for 

protecting and maintaining the quality of sensitive prod-

ucts, thereby contributing to the success of import and 

export operations across multiple industries.

CHEMICAL PALLETS, OFTEN REFERRED TO AS CP PALLETS, ARE A SPECIALIZED TYPE OF PALLET DESIGNED FOR THE STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION OF CHEMICALS & HAZARDOUS MATERIALS.

Compatible with pallet jacks and forklifts
Safety specifications Optimal for transporting chemicals and materials

CP1 Pallet CP2 Pallet CP3 Pallet

CP4 Pallet CP5 Pallet CP6 Pallet

CP7 Pallet CP8 Pallet CP9 Pallet



5 EUR size & Stringer Pallets

Specifications:

Dimensions:

1200 x 800 x 144 mm
Material:

Soft and hard woods (e.g. pine, spruce, poplar)
Standards:

IPPC ISPM-15, Kiln dried
Services available for product:

All life-cycle services

EUR SIZE PALLETS

Euro sized  Pallets are treated in accordance with IPPC ISPM-15. 

We offer standard 1200 x 800 exchangeable EUR sized Pallets in premium quality. 

Optimal dimensions for truck or rail transportation 
Easy and efficient handling due to its reliability and standardPalletBiz has more than 15 years of repair and life-cycle service experience 

Specifications:

Dimensions:

Can be produced according to client’s requirement
Material:

Soft wood (e.g. pine, spruce)
Standards:

IPPC ISPM-15, Kiln dried & AST wood
Services available for product:

Technical calculation 2D-3D design, all life-cycle services

STRINGER PALLETS TWO-WAY STRINGER PALLETS: NAMED FOR THE STRINGERS—BOARDS SUPPORTING THE LOAD BETWEEN TOP AND BOTTOM DECK BOARDS. THIS PALLET PERMITS FORK ENTRY FROM ONLY TWO SIDES.

A stringer pallet gets its name from key structural 

elements called "stringers," providing primary support 

for the unit load. These stringers, usually 2 x 4 inches 

or 3 x 4 inches are securely positioned between upper 

and lower deck boards.



Specifications:

Dimensions:

Can be produced according to client’s requirement
Material:

Soft wood (e.g. pine, spruce)
Standards:

IPPC ISPM-15 heat treatment, kiln drying & AST wood, 
certified nails

Services:

Technical calculation 2D-3D design, all life-cycle services

INDUSTRIAL PALLETS

Industrial pallets are heavy-duty platforms used in var-

ious industries to store, transport, and handle goods. 

These pallets are designed to withstand heavy loads, 

frequent handling, and harsh industrial environments.

Stackable pallets, allowing for efficient storageRobust and sturdy design 
Offer a solution for handling heavy loads

The Industrial Pallet is used in many indus-

tries as it reduces product damage and in-

creases load stability through its usual strong 

construction. It can likewise help to increase 

operational productivity as the pallet is suit-

able for automated production and ware-

housing facilities.

BLOCK PALLETS

Block pallets, known for their true 4-way entry design, 

utilize solid wood, plywood, or plastic blocks to support 

the unit load. Typically featuring 4 to 12 blocks supporting 

the top deckboards, these pallets incorporate thin string-

ers between the blocks and deckboards. The key advan-

tage lies in their accessibility—forklifts can approach from 

all four sides.

Specifications:

Dimensions:

(1200 x 1000 x 145 mm) 
Can be produced according to client's own specification

Material:

Soft wood (e.g. pine, spruce)
Standards:

IPPC ISPM-15 heat treatment, kiln drying & AST wood,
certified nails

Services available for product:

Technical calculation 2D-3D design  All life-cycle services
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Available in wood, plastic or plywoodConsist of 4 to 12 cylindrical wooden posts, stabilizing top deckReversible and non-reversible based 
on specific needs



ECO PALLET LIGHT

ECO PALLET HEAVY

 Standard Wooden Block Pallet.  Size – 1200 mm x 1000 mm., non-reversible Environmentally friendly - made from recycled materials (Pressed Blocks).
 Sustainable and Cost-effective solution. Heat treated and stamped as per IPPC ISPM-15 Standards. Load capacity of up to 500 kgs. Durable and a sustainable choice Ideally suited for FMCG sector and other light industries with a need  for handling lighter loads.

Affordable, Lightweight Block Wooden Pallet: Man-

ufactured with recycled compressed blocks, tailored 

for lighter loads (up to 0.5 tons).

Budget-Friendly, Heavy-Duty Block Pallet: Ideal for 

loads up to 1 ton, specially designed and made with 

recycled materials (pressed blocks).

 Standard Wooden Block Pallet.  Size – 1200 mm x 1000 mm., non-reversible Environmentally friendly - made from recycled materials (Pressed Blocks).
 Sustainable and Cost-effective solution. Heat treated and stamped as per IPPC ISPM-15 Standards. Load capacity of up to 1000 kgs. Ideally suited for Industrial manufacturing sector requiring heavier load capacities



Specifications:

Lengths:

75 mm – 150 mm (3 inches – 6 inches)
Width

75 mm – 100 mm (3 inches – 4 inches)
Height:

75 mm – 150 mm (3 inches – 6 inches)

COMPRESSED BLOCKS

Sustainably durable product High-quality homogeneous wood material These blocks can accommodate high load capacities

Engineered with a dense composition of compressed 

sawdust, these blocks can accommodate high load ca-

pacities. Their superior strength allows them to with-

stand heavy loads without compromising structural 

integrity. The compressed blocks provide exceptional 

nail retention capability, offering twice the gripping 

strength of standard wood blocks.

13 Compressed blocks

OUR WOODEN COMPRESSED BLOCKS MADE FROM SAWDUST ARE COMPACT & EASY TO STORE THANKS TO THEIR HIGHLY IMPROVED DIMENSIONAL CONSISTENCY.

Compressed blocks are high-quality homogeneous wood material with unique properties & sustaina-bly durable product 
Resistant to fungal, 
termite, and bacterial 
contamination

Crafted through 
high-temperature

Ideal for various 
applications

Smooth surface



PALLET COLLARS

Pallet collars represent a practical tool for quickly creating a flexible box for the storage of loose goods and parts. 

The Collars – or Pallet Frames, as they are also called – are easy to mount/dismount from your pallets and can be 

collapsed and conveniently stored in a smaller area when they are not in use.

We produce pallet collars for standard as well as custom pallets - all planed and heat-treated.

Product packaging and storage are important areas of business and product development, in which companies are 

expected to be sustainable and environmentally friendly. Pallet collars allow for flexibility, effectiveness and inte-

gration within the packaging and handling processes.

Specifications:

Dimensions:

1200 x 800; 800 x 600; 1200 x 1000 mm & special
Material:

Planed soft wood
Standards:

IPPC ISPM-15, Kiln dried
Services available for product:

Custom branding/logo, buy-back as well as a selection of accessories upon request

Quick and easy assembly handlingSpace optimization (up to 80% space savings)Bundling with collar accessories ensures safetransport and handling.



Pallet Collars & Accessories for Streamlined Transport, Handling, and Storage Solutions.
Let our experts guide you!

PALLET COLLAR ACCESSORIES

Unlock the full potential of pallet collars with our 

range of accessories. From corners and dividers to 

spacers, label holders, and lids/covers, each ac-

cessory is meticulously designed to enhance the 

durability and convenience of your pallets. These 

additions offer cost-effective solutions for proper 

protection, space optimization, and efficient palleti-

zation. By incorporating these accessories into your 

operations, you not only save valuable time but also 

boost worker efficiency, reduce the risk of goods 

damage, and foster a safer working environment.

Save money

Optimize your storage

Secure your cargo

Access load easily

PalletBiz is here to demonstrate the versatility of packaging &handling products



WOODEN BOXES & CRATES

A solid wooden box is produced with boards varying from 

16-38mm in thickness. The boxes are manufactured in all 

sizes, depending on the specific requirements from the 

client. The robust structure of the box ensures that your 

goods will be safe and secure during both transport or 

storage at your warehouse. 

SOLID BOXES

Wooden crates provide protective transportation enclosures. 

With intentional board spacing, they offer a cost-effective 

alternative to solid boxes. Widely used in industries like aer-

ospace, their lightweight design ensures both product protec-

tion and cost-efficiency during transit.

WOODEN CRATES

Our seaworthy wooden box is built tough to ensure the se-

cure transportation of your goods. With sturdy construction, 

it withstands the challenges of marine environments. Engi-

neered to resist water, it keeps your items dry and secure in 

challenging sea conditions, preventing damage and ensuring 

SEAWORTHY BOXES

11 Wooden Boxes & Crates

Commonly used in the machinery industryDried and heat-treatedOptimal for heavy equipment and loose goodsThe loading capacity of the box is up to 1000 kg

Strong and reliable Advantage of the see-through structure Ideal for the storage of items with large volume and lighter weight

Durable Construction Water-Resistant DesignVersatile and customizable design as per client’s requirements



Our special wooden boxes are customized packag-

ing that blends features from various box types, tai-

lored to your specifications. These storage boxes can be 

equipped with inserts, hinges, and other elements. De-

spite their smaller size, they ensure secure storage with 

interior boards. Ideal for storing small parts in larger 

quantities, such as screws and nails, these boxes provide 

a practical packaging solution. On the other hand, ex-

tra-large boxes cater to the transportation and storage 

of heavy or light-weight, large-sized, and sometimes 

irregular-shaped payloads.

SPECIAL WOODEN BOXES

13 Wooden Packaging

Dunnage serves as a crucial material for securing and 

protecting goods during transportation, handling, and 

storage. Acting as a cushion or barrier, it prevents dam-

age and ensures product integrity across the supply 

chain. 

Utilizing wooden grooves or runners, it stabilizes 

items with specific shapes, preventing lateral move-

ment and potential harm. These grooves create a 

raised platform, elevating items above surfaces to 

shield them from moisture, dirt, and potential dam-

age.

DUNNAGE

Protecting goods during transportPreventing lateral movementSecuring items

WOODEN GROOVES

Customized DesignSecure Storage Versatile Application



Specifications:

Dimensions:

Most common sizes are 1200x1000 & 1200x800 
Material:

Soft and hard woods (e.g. pine, spruce, poplar)
Services available for product:

Collection, buy-back, pooling & repair services

USED STANDARD PALLETS

Used exchangeable pallets – competitive prices Three main categories: A, B, and CPalletBiz has an extensive network for collecting & repairing used pallets 
Save money

Help the environment

Develop your 
business sustainably

Free up 
warehouse space

Assign PalletBiz to reduce your stock of pallets to a minimum and start lowering            your CAPEX.

13 Wedges & Used Standard Pallets

WEDGES

Used Pallets constitute a less expensive alterna-

tive to new pallets. With proper handling, these 

pallets can undergo 5 to 6 cycles or more, show-

casing their durability and cost-effectiveness. 

Wedges are versatile tools used in various applications, including fixing and securing big pipes. They play a crucial 

role in maintaining the stability and safety of pipelines, especially in industrial settings where the transportation 

of fluids or gases is a common requirement. 



Heat treating enhances properties like hard-

ness, strength, toughness, ductility, and elas-

ticity in pallets. Specifically designed to reduce 

the risk of spreading pests and diseases, this 

process involves subjecting pallets to heat 

treatment to eliminate potentially harmful or-

ganisms. 

Following the ISPM 15 standard, it mandates 

removing bark before fumigation or heat treat-

ment to ensure no pests cross borders. This 

safeguarding process plays a crucial role in pro-

tecting ecosystems and agricultural industries 

from invasive species and diseases.

HEAT TREATMENT

14 Heat treatment

HEAT TREATMENT IS A PROCESS INVOLVING THE APPLICATION OF SPECIFIC TIME–TEMPERATURE SCHEDULE AS PER ISPM15 STANDARDS TO PREVENT THE INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT AND SPREAD OF DISEASE AND INSECTS 



PALLET SERVICES

We cater to both standard and specialized pallets and 

packaging. Feel free to reach out to explore the di-

verse pallet service options available for your compa-

ny. Your unique needs are our priority.

OUR SERVICES ACCOMMODATE BOTH STANDARD AND SPECIALIZED PALLETS AND PACKAGING. DON'T HESITATE TO GET IN TOUCH WITH US TO EXPLORE THE DIVERSE PALLET SERVICE OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR COMPANY.

We can repair all types of pallets. Our repair service can 

be combined with other of our services, such as:

1. Sorting of pallets at the client’s site

2. Exchange or re-purchase of used and damaged 

pallets

3. Pick up – repair – return to same or different site

PALLET BUYBACK

PALLET REPAIR

PALLET EXCHANGE

15 Pallet Services
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SUPPLY CHAIN
The concept underlining the PalletBiz Business System 

is the establishment of an international network of 

wood, metal & plastic packaging production units 

and distribution depots for packaging and handling 

materials. By closely collaborating across borders we 

strive to achieve an international coverage of sales and 

sourcing through Franchising and Supply partnering. 

We are furthermore clustering through a Client driven 

footprint – providing us with control over the regional 

supply chain of our Hubs and Depots.

WE ARE ALWAYS ON THE LOOK OUT FOR POTENTIAL PARTNERS
IN THE SUPPLY OF PACKAGING AND HANDLING (RAW) MATERIALS

Spruce

Pine

Poplar

Other soft woods

Wood logs

Europe

Gulf Region

SADC Region

Transport

Sawmill equipment and spare parts

Heat treatment equipment 

Handling machines

Machinery and Equipment

Timber

we have a constant and growing need for materials andsupply of a multitude of services
Nails

Packaging & Handling accessories

 Steel hinges

 Pallet collars

Pallet protective corner

Dividers

Spruce

Pine

Poplar

Certified soft woods

Birch

Alder

Collated nails

Loose nails 

Certified EUR 
nails



MEET PALLETBIZ

OUR TEAMS ACROSS EMEA ARE REPRESENTING A MULTICULTURAL 

ENVIRONMENT WHICH INSPIRES US EVERYDAY THROUGHOUT THE COMPANY

17 Meet PalletBiz



CONTACT INFORMATION
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* For more locations within the respective regions, please visit our website or contact us using the above details.

PALLETBIZ FRANCHISING

EUROPE

+49 611 238 600 40
SALES@DE.PALLETBIZ.COM
WWW.PALLETBIZ.DE

PALLETBIZ GERMANY

+36 1 490 0148
SALES@HU.PALLETBIZ.COM
WWW.PALLETBIZ.HU

PALLETBIZ HUNGARY

+43 662 234529073
SALES@AT.PALLETBIZ.COM
WWW.PALLETBIZ.AT

PALLETBIZ AUSTRIA

+48 535 305 545
SALES@PL.PALLETBIZ.COM
WWW.PALLETBIZ.PL

PALLETBIZ POLAND

+40 267 343 666
SALES@RO.PALLETBIZ.COM
WWW.PALLETBIZ.RO

PALLETBIZ ROMANIA

+34 936551787
SALES@SWE.PALLETBIZ.COM
WWW.PALLETBIZ.ES

PALLETBIZ SPAIN

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA

+97466864923
QA@PALLETBIZ.COM
WWW.PALLETBIZ.QA

PALLETBIZ QATAR

+973 177 312 14
SALES@BH.PALLETBIZ.COM
WWW.PALLETBIZ.BH

PALLETBIZ BAHRAIN

+966 138 444 161
SALES@SA.PALLETBIZ.COM
WWW.PALLETBIZ.SA

PALLETBIZ SAUDI ARABIA

+971 50 5470731 
SALES@AE.PALLETBIZ.COM
WWW.PALLETBIZ.AE

PALLETBIZ UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

+973 177 046 47
SALES@OM.PALLETBIZ.COM
WWW.PALLETBIZ.OM

PALLETBIZ OMAN

+27 087 897 6607
SALES@ZA.PALLETBIZ.COM
WWW.PALLETBIZ.COM

PALLETBIZ SOUTH AFRICA

+36 20 5553130
GSS@PALLETBIZ.COM
WWW.PALLETBIZ.COM



VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.PALLETBIZ.COM

- WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU
* Not all PalletBiz entities hold all certifications.
For an overview of which certification each company holds, please visit our website.

YOUR LOCAL PARTNER

ISO 9001
CERTIFIED

ISPM-15
HEAT TREATMENT

LICENSED

ISO 14001
CERTIFIED


